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Abstract 
Objective of this thesis is to build ordering database system for marketing division at 
PD. Lingga Harapan. The system purposed for help to reducing operator and sales 
process time and useless activity. Using new system will eliminate the unclear 
information, time to input data, modifying data and distribute delivery. 
Method for solve the problem is by creating user friendly web system that allow 
operator to grand some privilege to sales, the idea to let sales to view the detail order 
they need to distribute without need operator to contact sales using walkie-talkie.   
Result of this thesis is the system fully created and can fully function. They system then 
will be used and prove to be useful by operator and sales. 
Conclusion for this thesis will built specially for PD. Lingga Harapan marketing 
division that proven to be able to overcome company current problem that faced by 
operators. 
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